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a b s t r a c t 
The spatial extent of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is of paramount interest for all studies employ- 
ing this method. It is generally assumed that the induced electric ﬁeld is the crucial parameter to determine
which cortical regions are excited. While it is difﬁcult to directly measure the electric ﬁeld, one usually relies
on computational models to estimate the electric ﬁeld distribution. Direct electrical stimulation (DES) is a 
local brain stimulation method generally considered the gold standard to map structure–function relation- 
ships in the brain. Its application is typically limited to patients undergoing brain surgery. In this study we
compare the computationally predicted stimulation area in TMS with the DES area in six patients with tumors 
near precentral regions. We combine a motor evoked potential (MEP) mapping experiment for both TMS and 
DES with realistic individual ﬁnite element method (FEM) simulations of the electric ﬁeld distribution during 
TMS and DES. On average, stimulation areas in TMS and DES show an overlap of up to 80%, thus validating
our computational physiology approach to estimate TMS excitation volumes. Our results can help in under- 
standing the spatial spread of TMS effects and in optimizing stimulation protocols to more speciﬁcally target 
certain cortical regions based on computational modeling. 
c © 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Federation of European Biochemical Societies. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
( http: // creativecommons.org / licenses / by / 3.0 / ).  . Introduction 
Since its introduction ( Barker et al., 1985 ) transcranial magnetic 
timulation (TMS) became a widely used tool in cognitive and clinical 
euroscience to interfere with ongoing brain activity. TMS works by 
pplying a temporally changing magnetic ﬁeld through a magnetic 
oil placed on the scalp, thus inducing an electric ﬁeld in the brain 
 Barker et al., 1985 ; Opitz et al., 2011 ). This electric ﬁeld acts upon 
euronal structures in the brain and can lead to the initiation of ac- 
ion potentials that can for instance result in a motor evoked potential 
MEP) when stimulating the motor cortex. The application of repet- 
tive TMS protocols has been shown to be able to excite or inhibit a 
ertain brain region over a time period of several minutes up to an 
our and can induce long term potentiation (LTP) and long term de- 
ression (LTD) like effects ( Fitzgerald et al., 2006 ). In cognitive studies, 
MS is used either to interfere with neural circuits in a temporal pre- 
ise manner which was called a “virtual lesion” ( Pascual-Leone et al., 1 These authors contributed equally. 
* Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: alexander.opitz@med.uni-goettingen.de (A. Opitz). 
213-1582/ $ - see front matter c © 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of 
C BY license ( http: // creativecommons.org / licenses / by / 3.0 / ). 
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2014.03.004 1999 ) or to induce longer lasting effects on neuronal activity in a spe- 
ciﬁc area to study its effect on a certain behavior. For all these applica- 
tions, the spatial speciﬁcity of TMS is of major importance and great 
efforts are employed to accurately target the intended brain area, e.g. 
by using a neuronavigation system. However, it is still unclear how 
large the stimulated area is. To what extent does the induced electric 
ﬁeld spread to other brain regions and how can one determine the 
brain area that causes the functionally relevant effect? For brain ar- 
eas other than the motor or visual cortex there is no direct functional 
output of the strength or efﬁcacy of the stimulation and therefore, the 
motor cortex often serves as a brain region for testing and validating 
stimulation protocols. It is assumed that the ﬁndings concerning the 
mechanisms of action of stimulation observed at the motor cortex 
are valid, at least partially, for other brain areas as well. The site of 
stimulation of TMS was explored in many different ways by combin- 
ing TMS motor mapping experiments with PET ( Wassermann et al., 
1996 ) or fMRI ( Diekhoff et al., 2011 ; Terao et al., 1998 ; Weiss et al.,
2012 ). Recently, studies were combining these methods with compu- 
tational modeling of the electric ﬁeld distribution using realistic ﬁnite 
element method (FEM) models. These models make speciﬁc predic- 
tions about the electric ﬁeld distribution in the brain during TMS and 
might be useful in determining stimulation areas ( Thielscher et al., Federation of European Biochemical Societies. This is an open access article under the 
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 2011 ). In a recent study by Opitz et al. (2013) it was shown that com-
putationally simulated electric ﬁelds were able to predict more than
50% of the variance of the physiological response in a motor mapping
experiment. Furthermore, the combination of physiological MEP data
with the modeled electric ﬁelds was able to estimate the stimulation
area in brain. As the electric ﬁeld is usually not restricted to a single
gyrus but extends to the neighboring gyri as well ( Opitz et al., 2011 ;
Thielscher et al., 2011 ), it would be interesting to know which part of
the stimulation area is functionally relevant or what is the threshold
necessary to cause a stimulation effect. 
One of the most straightforward methods to establish a structure–
function relation in the brain is direct electrical stimulation (DES).
Already applied nearly 150 years ago by Fritsch and Hitzig (1870) and
later by Ferrier (1876) and Penﬁeld and Boldrey (1937) it was used
to establish a detailed somatotopic map of the human cortex. Today,
DES is still used to investigate motor behavior, language and cognition
( Desmurget et al., 2009 ; Desmurget et al., 2013 ). However, its status
as a gold standard for mapping brain functions is not unchallenged
because of its complex and sometimes even opposite effects at the
same stimulation site ( Borchers et al., 2012 ). In neurosurgery DES is
widely used to map eloquent motor areas before tumor resection near
the precentral gyrus, so that brain tissue crucial for motor control can
be preserved during surgery. In many studies, DES has been compared
to TMS to test if eloquent motor areas can also be reliably predicted
with TMS ( Krieg et al., 2012 ; Picht et al., 2011 ; Vitikainen et al., 2013 )
or fMRI ( Forster et al., 2011 ) in a noninvasive manner. Similar ap-
proaches are also employed for language mapping ( Sollmann et al.,
2013 ; Tarapore et al., 2013 ). These studies provided valuable insights
into the prediction accuracy of TMS for neurosurgical guidance ( Picht
et al., 2012 ) and established TMS as a useful tool for presurgical plan-
ning. However, the capability to precisely determine stimulated brain
areas with TMS in these studies is limited as they are largely relying
on either spherical models or projection based approaches to deter-
mine the stimulation area of TMS. It has been shown theoretically
that these approaches are not able to capture important determining
factors of TMS such as brain gyriﬁcation or coil orientation and tilts
( Opitz et al., 2013 ; Thielscher et al., 2011 ). 
In this study, we use individualistic high resolution ﬁnite element
modeling for both TMS and DES to explore the spatial extent of the
TMS effect in the brain and show how the combination of TMS with re-
alistic FEM computational modeling can be a powerful tool to nonin-
vasively map structure–function relationships in patients with brain
pathologies. 
2. Methods 
2.1. Subjects 
Six patients (3 men, 3 women, ages 44–79, mean 63.5 years, all
right handed) with tumors in the vicinity of the motor cortex were
included in the study. Five of the six patients suffered from spread-
ing metastasis from a primary lung tumor. The other patient had an
astrocytoma glioblastoma. Written informed consent was obtained
before the study. All study procedures were approved by the ethics
committee of the University Hospital G ¨ottingen. 
3. Magnetic resonance imaging 
MR images were acquired at 3 T (Magnetom Trio, Siemens Med-
ical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using an eight-channel head coil.
Images were acquired mainly for diagnostic purposes including a T1-
weighted image (MPRAGE, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 2.98 ms, ﬂip angle = 9 ◦,
1 × 1 × 1.1 mm resolution) and a T2-weighted image (spin echo,
TR = 3200 ms, TE = 458 ms, 0.9 mm isotropic resolution). Further-
more a contrast enhanced MR image (TR = 4.6 ms, TE = 1.67 ms, ﬂipangle = 15 ◦, 1 mm isotropic resolution) was acquired to be used for
neuronavigation during surgery. 
3.1. TMS motor mapping 
TMS has been conducted using a MagPro X100 stimulator with
a C-B60 coil (ﬁgure-eight coil, 35 mm inner diameter, 75 mm outer
diameter, 11 mm winding height, two layers of 5 windings for each
wing of the coil; MagVenture, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia USA). A neuron-
avigation system (Visor2, ANT, Netherlands) was used to constantly
monitor coil position and orientation with respect to the patient’s
head. Patients were seated comfortably in a reclined chair with head
and arm rests. The motor hotspot was determined as the point which
consistently resulted in the largest MEPs by moving the coil over the
scalp. A 5 cm × 5 cm rectangular grid (1 cm spacing) centered on
the initially determined hotspot was created using custom Matlab
scripts ( Fig. 1 A left panel). Single pulse TMS with 120% resting motor
threshold (RMT) of the ﬁrst dorsal interosseous (FDI) hand muscle
was applied at each grid point. The RMT was deﬁned as the intensity
that elicited at least 5 of 10 MEPs of at least 50 μV amplitude. In total
10 pulses with an interpulse interval of 4 s with 400 ms jitter were
applied at each grid point. The coil angle applied during the whole
experiment was approximately 45 ◦ to midline and recorded with the
neuronavigation system ( Fig. 1A right panel). 
MEPs were recorded using Ag / AgCl bipolar surface electrodes
placed over the FDI in a belly-tendon montage. Signals were sam-
pled at 5 kHz and band-pass ﬁltered between 2 Hz and 2 kHz ( Fig. 1B
left panel). Analog to Digital conversion was performed with a micro
1401 AD converter (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK).
Signals were viewed with Signal 3 (Cambridge Electronic Design, v.
2.13) and stored on a computer for later ofﬂine analysis. MEP peak
to peak amplitudes were averaged over each grid position and MEP
maps were computed ( Fig. 1B right panel). 
3.2. Intraoperative direct electrical stimulation 
For each patient a standard neuronavigated craniotomy was per-
formed to get access to tumor regions. Intraoperative neuromonitor-
ing was performed before and during operation using an Endeavor
CR neuromonitoring unit (Viasys, Nicolet Biomedical, Dublin / Ohio,
USA) with a monopolar brain-stimulation electrode (1.3 mm diame-
ter, Inomed, Germany). Nine points on the surface of the precentral
gyrus (with ca. 5 mm spacing, see Fig. 2 A) spanning a cortical surface
area of 2–4 cm 2 were stimulated with a single anodal square pulse
(pulse duration 0.2 ms). In two patients only ﬁve points could be
stimulated due to constraints during the surgery. However for both
patients, enough MEPs were elicited which showed a spatial variation
over the stimulation points. For an illustration of the neuronavigated
direct electrical stimulation procedure see Fig. 2B . Current intensities
of 5 mA, 10 mA and maximally 20 mA if no response was achieved
with lower intensities were applied. In addition, responses from two
reference points which were located ca. 2 cm away from the other
points were recorded. MEPs of the FDI hand muscle that were elicited
by DES were recorded and stored ofﬂine for further analysis. 
3.3. Computational modeling 
3.3.1. Realistic FEM model 
For each patient an individual FEM model ( Fig. 3 A left panel) based
on the T1- and T2- images was constructed using SimNibs ( Windhoff
et al., 2013 ). Failures in the automated FEM creation including mis-
segmentations and failures in the meshing process were corrected
manually when necessary. Tumor tissue in regions near the motor
cortex was segmented from the MR images by intensity thresholding
and corrected manually. Electric ﬁeld simulations were performed in
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup: A) A 5 × 5 grid (1 cm spacing) was placed on the scalp over the primary motor cortex (left panel). Orientation of the TMS coil (indicated by blue 
arrows) was 45 ◦ to midline for each position which is approximately perpendicular to the precentral gyrus (right panel). B) Ten motor evoked potentials (MEPs) were recorded at 
each position (overlaid potentials for two positions shown at the left panel). Based on the average of the MEP amplitudes a MEP map is calculated. 
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limNibs for each coil position recorded during the TMS neuronavi- 
ated experiment (for an example see Fig. 3B left panel). Isotropic con- 
uctivities were used as follows: σ skin = 0.465 S / m, σ skull = 0.010 S / 
, σ CSF = 1.654 S / m, σGM = 0.276 S / m, and σWM = 0.126 S / m. 
umor conductivity was set to the conductivity of the surrounding 
M tissue. We chose this value as most tumors consisted of lung 
issue which has nearly the same conductivity as WM ( Gabriel et al., 
996 ) and edemas around the tumor which might have higher con- 
uctivities were less pronounced among the patients. However, as a 
recise conductivity value for the tumors is hard to determine, we 
nvestigated the effect of varying tumor conductivities in more detail 
n one subject (see Supplementary material). Based on the simulation 
esults, a MEP weighted mean electric ﬁeld ( E CoG realistic ) distribution 
as computed as described in Opitz et al. (2013) . The rationale be- 
ind this method is that those electric ﬁeld distributions that resulted 
n strong MEPs were stimulating functionally important brain areas 
hile those which resulted in weak MEPs were only weakly stimu- 
ating functionally relevant brain regions. 3.3.2. Spherical model 
The prediction accuracy of the realistic FEM model was compared 
with that of a spherical model ( Fig. 3A right panel) for each subject. 
To that end, a 5 layer spherical model as described in Thielscher et 
al. (2011) was ﬁtted to the upper half of the skin surface using an 
ordinary least squares method ( Nummenmaa et al., 2013 ). The upper 
skin surface was chosen for ﬁtting, as it best resembles a spherical 
surface compared to the other tissue types. The radii (mean ± SD in 
mm) of the different tissues were r skin = 88.8 ± 3.9, r skull = 84.8 ± 4.1, 
r csf = 77.8 ± 4.4, r gm = 74.0 ± 4.8, r wm = 69.8 ± 5.0. Based on the 
spherical model, electric ﬁeld distributions were computed for all 
coil positions (see Fig. 3B right panel for an example). Also, an MEP 
weighted mean electric ﬁeld distribution ( E CoG sphere ) was computed 
for the spherical model. To compare the results between the spherical 
and the realistic model the values at the nodes of the spherical model 
in the GM and WM volume were interpolated to the realistic GM 
surface using a nearest neighbor approach. 
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Fig. 2. Direct electrical stimulation: A) Shown are the DES stimulation points (white squares enhanced in size for better visibility) in one example subject. B) Illustration of the 
intraoperative stimulation procedure. The position of the stimulation electrode is controlled by a neuronavigation software. The red cross indicates the target point at which the 
stimulation electrode was aimed (green cross). Different points on the motor cortex were stimulated and the elicited MEP recorded. C) Simulated electric ﬁeld distribution for the 
DES for one stimulation point. High electric ﬁeld strengths are restricted to a conﬁned radius around the stimulation electrode. 
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Fig. 3. TMS computational models: A) sagittal cut through the head models for both 
the realistic (left panel) and the spherical (right panel) case. The surfaces of the ﬁve 
different tissue types are shown. The spherical model was ﬁtted to the upper half of the 
skin surface of the realistic model. B) Exemplary electric ﬁeld distribution in one patient 
for one coil position for both the realistic (left panel) and the spherical (right panel) 
model. While in the realistic model clear effects of tissue boundaries are visible, the 
electric ﬁeld distribution of the spherical model is mainly determined by the primary 
electric ﬁeld of the TMS coil. 
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Fig. 4. Computational predicted stimulation areas: Shown is the MEP weighted mean 
electric ﬁeld for the A) TMS realistic model, B) TMS spherical model interpolated on the 
realistic GM surface and C) DES. The stimulation area in the realistic model is restricted 
to the crowns of the precentral gyrus as well as neighboring gyri. For the spherical 
model stimulation area is more extended. The stimulation area of the DES is mostly 
restricted to the primary motor cortex. D) Region of interest (blue area) based on the 
DES stimulation area (MEP weighted mean electric ﬁeld > 30% of its maximum ﬁeld 
strength). .3.3. DES simulation 
In addition, the electric ﬁeld during DES was simulated using the 
ealistic head models. The monopolar electrical stimulation was mod- 
led by applying a Dirichlet boundary condition ( Joucla and Yvert, 
012 ) for the electric potential at the stimulation point at the GM sur- 
ace and a remote large return electrode at the inferior end of the FEM 
odel. An example of the DES electric ﬁeld is shown in Fig. 2C . The 
verage electric ﬁeld weighted by the MEPs recorded during surgery 
 E CoG DES ) was computed the same way as described for the TMS in- 
uced electric ﬁeld. 
.3.4. TMS–DES comparison 
To compare the extent of the simulated TMS electric ﬁeld stimula- 
ion area that coincides with the DES stimulation area we computed 
he percentage of the area on the GM surface of the E CoG realistic in- 
luded in the area of the E CoG DES . First, we determined a DES ROI 
y thresholding the E CoG DES at 30% of its maximum (for an illustra- 
ion of the DES ROI see Fig. 4 D). This threshold was chosen as the 
 CoG DES drops off fairly steep and with this chosen threshold a good 
overage of the handknob region of the motor cortex was achieved. 
owever, this choice of threshold is arbitrary and therefore we per- 
ormed the same calculation with different thresholds ranging from 
0% to 90% (see Supplementary material) to check the robustness of 
his method. In a second step, we determined the area that was cov- 
red by the E CoG realistic exceeding a certain threshold of its maximum. 
e computed this area in 10% steps from 10% to 90% of the electric 
eld maximum and determined the overlap with the DES ROI. Based 
n the overlap area we determined the percentage of the thresholded 
 included in the DES ROI. The same analysis was performed CoG realistic with the E CoG sphere to compare the prediction accuracy of both mod- 
els. The rationale for this method is that the higher the E CoG realistic 
is, the more likely it should be functionally effective and stimulate 
a brain area that has a causal role for generating MEPs. With higher 
electric ﬁeld strength threshold, this area should be located in the DES 
ROI which serves as a gold standard for determining causal relevant 
areas for generating MEPs. 
In a second analysis step we computed the center of gravities of the 
E CoG realistic map, the E CoG sphere map and the E CoG DES map (in its 30% 
threshold ROI). This method reduces the electric ﬁeld maps to one 
single point. In the following the Euclidian distance between these 
CoG points was computed. As the determination of these points also 
depends on the chosen electric ﬁeld threshold, we again computed 
the distances in 10% steps from 10% to 90% of the TMS electric ﬁeld 
maximum. 
Finally, in order to acquire a simple model free estimate of the DES 
CoG, we made the zero order approximation that DES causes a point 
like excitation at the tip of the stimulation electrode. Based on this 
method we recomputed the DES center of gravity and the Euclidian 
distances to the TMS center of gravities for the realistic and spherical 
model. 
All the described computations were performed for each subject 
individually and mean and standard error of mean were calculated 
over all subjects subsequently. 
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Table 1 
Covered cortical surface area (mean ± standard error of mean over six patients) in 
cm 2 depending on the threshold of the E CoG measured on the realistic model. 
Electric ﬁeld threshold 
in percent of the 
maximum Spherical model Realistic model 
10% (9.68 ± 0.29) × 10 2 (4.67 ± 0.41) × 10 2 
20% (3.74 ± 0.16) × 10 2 (1.57 ± 0.18) × 10 2 
30% (1.69 ± 0.11) × 10 2 (7.15 ± 0.85) × 10 1 
40% (9.35 ± 0.52) × 10 1 (3.74 ± 0.49) × 10 1 
50% (5.38 ± 0.30) × 10 1 (1.94 ± 0.27) × 10 1 
60% (3.22 ± 0.19) × 10 1 (1.01 ± 0.13) × 10 1 
70% (1.77 ± 0.10) × 10 1 (4.85 ± 0.64) × 10 0 
80% (7.07 ± 0.89) × 10 0 (1.81 ± 0.33) × 10 0 
90% (1.98 ± 0.38) × 10 0 (0.59 ± 0.15) × 10 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. DES and TMS comparison: A) percentage of the overlap between the DES stimu- 
lation area (3.99 ± 0.46 cm 2 ) and the stimulation area of the TMS for both the realistic 
model (red line) and the spherical model (blue line). Shown are mean ± standard error 
of mean over the six patients for the overlap between the DES and TMS stimulation 
areas for different thresholds of the TMS electric ﬁeld. For increasing TMS electric ﬁeld 
strengths an increasing percentage overlaps with the DES ROI. This effect is more pro- 
nounced for the realistic model than for the spherical model. B) Distance between the 
CoG of the TMS map and the CoG of the DES map for both the realistic and the spherical 
model. Shown are mean ± standard error of mean over the six patients for the distance 
between the DES and TMS CoGs for different thresholds of the TMS electric ﬁeld. With 
increasing TMS electric ﬁeld threshold, the distance between the TMS and DES CoGs 
decreases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4. Results 
Both the E CoG realistic and the interpolated E CoG sphere show high elec-
tric ﬁeld strength in M1 ( Fig. 4A and B for one example patient). For
the realistic model, high electric ﬁeld strengths were restricted to gy-
ral crowns and were rapidly decreasing with increasing sulcal depth.
The stimulation area was restricted to a conﬁned region for the re-
alistic model while for the spherical model a larger area exhibited
high electric ﬁeld strength. The larger stimulation area for the inter-
polated spherical model was independent from the applied threshold
(see Table1 ). The E CoG DES was considerably more spatially restricted
( Fig. 4C for one example patient) towards the gyral crown of M1. 
To analyze the mapping accuracy of the TMS computational model
we computed the percentage of the area of the E CoG realistic in a DES
determined region of interest ( Fig. 4D for an example) for different
electric ﬁeld thresholds. By increasing the threshold, a higher per-
centage of the electric ﬁeld was included in the DES ROI ( Fig. 5 A).
For the realistic model about 80% of its highest E CoG realistic ( > 90%
of the maximum) area fell into the DES ROI. In comparison, for the
spherical model a smaller percentage of its highest E CoG sphere was in-
cluded in the DES ROI. The differences between the realistic and the
spherical model were mainly due to the larger stimulation area de-
termined by the spherical model (see Table 1 for the covered area on
the brain for both the interpolated spherical and the realistic model).
The better overlap of the realistic compared to the spherical model
was independent of the threshold chosen to determine the DES ROI
( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). A similar trend as for the stimulation area
overlap between DES and TMS was found for the Euclidian distances.
With increasing electric ﬁeld threshold, the Euclidian distance for
the TMS map CoG to the DES map CoG decreased ( Fig. 5B ). For the
90% threshold the distance was 6.3 ± 0.7 mm for the realistic and
8.9 ± 1.7 mm for the spherical model. For the model free simple es-
timate of the DES CoG the Euclidian distances to the TMS map CoGs
were 9.4 ± 1.5 mm for the realistic and 11.0 ± 1.5 mm for the spher-
ical model for the 90% threshold, respectively. 
5. Discussion 
In this study we investigated the mapping accuracy of transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation for determining motor areas by comparing
it to the gold standard of direct electrical stimulation. We found that
the TMS stimulation area determined by a computational approach
signiﬁcantly overlaps with the computed DES stimulation area (see
Figs. 4 and 5 ). Especially in the area of highest electrical ﬁeld strength,
the overlap was strongest. Also the distance between the TMS map
CoG and the DES map CoG was shortest for the highest electric ﬁeld
strengths. Using a simpliﬁed approach which does not depend on
a computational model to estimate the DES CoG results in slightly
larger distances, which indicates that a merely point like stimula-
tion approximation in DES might not be appropriate but neverthelesscan give another validation independent of the TMS computational
model. 
Compared to spherical models, realistic models make a more spe-
ciﬁc prediction of TMS target areas which are in better accordance
with the DES results. Spherical models are not able to account for
effects caused by the gyriﬁcation of the brain. The secondary electric
ﬁeld caused by charge accumulation at the tissue interface between
CSF and GM can have a profound inﬂuence on the electric ﬁeld distri-
bution mainly leading to enhanced electric ﬁelds at the gyral crowns
perpendicular to the coil orientation ( Thielscher et al., 2011 ). Thus,
taking into account the gyriﬁcation of the brain surface causes a spa-
tially more speciﬁc prediction than that of a spherical model. The su-
perior overlap of the realistic model compared to the spherical model
with the DES stimulation area indicates that for a precise estimation
of TMS target areas an accurate representation of the cortical foldings
seems necessary. The good overlap of the TMS stimulation area of the
realistic model with the DES gold standard also validates the use of
individual FEM models as being able to reliably predict brain regions
excited by TMS. While in this study we focused on the motor cortex,
potentially TMS FEM simulations might also help in predicting stim-
ulation sites that are non-motor related, for example brain regions
506 A. Opitz et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 4 (2014) 500–507 
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2hat are related to speech. 
While it is difﬁcult to put an exact number to the spatial extent 
f the excitation area of DES and TMS, a few estimates can be made. 
he radius of the current spread of direct electrical stimulation can be 
stimated by the formula: I = Kr 2 ( Ranck, 1975 ; Stoney et al., 1968 ), 
ith I the current strength in μA, K the current-distance constant 
hich was estimated to be K = 1292 μA / mm 2 by Stoney et al. (1968) 
nd r the radius of the stimulation area in mm. Based on this for- 
ula, the stimulation radius can be estimated to lie between 2 and 
 mm for current strengths between 5 and 20 mA as applied in this 
tudy. This might lie in a similar range as has been estimated for deep 
rain stimulation (DBS) ( McIntyre et al., 2004 ). However, the effective 
timulation area of DES might be a factor of two or three larger than 
stimated as was shown by combining microstimulation with fMRI 
 Tolias et al., 2005 ). Despite this, the stimulation area of DES seems 
o be in the range of a few mm 2 while the predicted stimulation area 
f TMS spans several cm 2 which can extend over one or two neigh- 
oring gyri. Thus, a millimeter precise stimulation of cortical tissue 
n a noninvasive manner does not seem possible with currently em- 
loyed TMS coils. Other noninvasive brain stimulation methods like 
ranscranial focused ultrasound ( Legon et al., 2014 ; Tufail et al., 2010 ) 
timulation might be able to overcome the physical constraints of 
ranscranial magnetic stimulation. 
One possible limitation of this study is that the area that was di- 
ectly stimulated during surgery was limited in its spatial extent. As 
nly as much skull and dura was removed as was necessary to have 
ccess to the tumor, the brain area that was accessible with DES was 
imited. Thus, the estimated DES stimulation area might be larger 
han that estimated by the applied procedure. However, reference 
oints that were recorded further apart from the motor areas did not 
licit any MEPs even with highest stimulation amplitudes. Also, in 
very patient there were DES stimulation points that did not result 
n MEPs at all, thus demonstrating that there was a spatial conﬁne- 
ent in the measurement data. Another point we cannot address in 
his study is the possible inﬂuence of neuronal elements deeper in 
he sulcal wall as they were not accessible with the applied prepa- 
ation during surgery. Also we did not take conductivity anisotropy 
nto account which exerts stronger effects in deeper WM regions but 
s likely to be negligible in superﬁcial GM ( Opitz et al., 2011 ). Thus, 
e deliberately focused on comparing the surface effects of TMS and 
ES. The inﬂuence of the tumor on the electric ﬁeld distribution re- 
ulted in nonnegligible changes only in the case of very high tumor 
onductivities, which likely did not occur in our study. Although it 
eems unlikely that our results are signiﬁcantly dependent on tumor 
onductivity, future studies might proﬁt from a direct conductivity 
easure of the tumor using Magnetic Resonance Impedance Tomog- 
aphy ( Minhas et al., 2011 ). The mapping accuracy of TMS can be 
ossibly improved by employing more than one TMS coil orientation 
hich was not performed in this study to keep the experimental time 
or the patients as short as possible. Locally enhanced mesh resolution 
round the stimulation electrode can improve the numerical preci- 
ion of the DES results in future studies. Finally, mapping accuracy 
epends on the precision of the neuronavigation procedure which is 
stimated to have an uncertainty of ca. 5 mm ( Ruohonen and Karhu, 
010 ). 
Future studies can possibly improve on predicting the stimula- 
ion area by taking into account other factors like the orientation 
nd morphology of the targeted neuronal elements ( Radman et al., 
009 ) which determine their degree of excitability by external elec- 
ric ﬁelds as was already addressed in Salvador et al. (2011) or Pashut 
t al. (2011) . However, in the absence of precise knowledge of these 
actors the absolute electric ﬁeld strength seems to be a robust mea- 
ure to estimate stimulation areas. In this study we focused on the 
irect stimulation effects of the electric ﬁeld, however it is generally 
ssumed that TMS acts on brain circuits ( Dayan et al., 2013 ; Fox et al., 
012 ) and exerts its effect on remote brain areas as well. In conclusion, our results suggest that TMS combined with computational electric 
ﬁeld modeling can reliably predict stimulation areas that show large 
overlap with computationally predicted DES areas. Even though the 
more commonly employed spherical models do not miss the stimula- 
tion area, their spatial speciﬁcity is limited compared to more realistic 
models. This computational approach can possibly be used to more 
precisely determine eloquent motor areas in a noninvasive manner 
before brain surgery. It has to be tested in future studies if this method 
can help to improve clinical outcomes for patients undergoing brain 
tumor resection. 
Supplementary material 
Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, 
in the online version, at doi:10.1016 / j.nicl.2014.03.004 . 
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